2021 PROJECT GUIDE

The path Forward
This year has presented all of us and our world with unprecedented challenges.
It has reminded us of the fragility and preciousness of life, and of the privilege each of us
has to positively impact our families, our communities, and our world.
It has, in its most powerful moments taught us about grace, about
compassion, and about hope. It has challenged us to think about
justice, about fairness, and about the kind of future we want for our
children and grandchildren.

restrictions on housing and hiring on the park side of this partnership
made it important to prioritize which of the 76 projects you helped
fund in 2019 for implementation in 2020 would be possible, and
which ones would have to move to 2021.

Continuing our work to preserve Glacier National Park to the benefit
of future generations in this global moment means we need to adapt,
to innovate, and to communicate this path forward, to you, with clarity
and transparency.

We’re proud of this work. It has been hard, and at times discouraging.
Through it all though, we knew we were working with one of the best
park leadership teams in the country, and that we have a professional,
productive, and respectful partnership that represents the best ideals
of public-private partnerships.

We would have hoped this year would have been one when this Project
Guide would have been in your hands in early July as a celebration of
one year’s accomplishment and a roadmap for next year’s success.
We would have loved to boldly forecast another record-breaking year
of fundraising and project funding as we continue, with your help, to
meet our mission to, “preserve and protect Glacier National Park for
future generations.” COVID-19 had other ideas.
Although the pandemic and attendant disruption have had a huge
impact on both the park’s operations and our work at the Conservancy,
we are happy to report that the Conservancy remains as financially
and operationally sound as ever, and we have pivoted to turn challenge
into opportunity.
Accordingly, this year, our 2021 Project Guide will be presented
electronically instead of in print, both to save time and save financial
resources. The list of projects for 2021 will be shorter than usual,
but still maintain our commitment to critical work in the areas of
preservation, education, and scientific research. We’ll present those
categories in these pages as opportunities for us to come together to
explore and enhance the wilderness, wildlife, and wonder, that makes
Glacier National Park so special.

The result is this 2021 Project Guide. In it you will find a proposed
slate of projects for 2021 totaling $1.8 million dollars. With a final
2020 project implementation schedule of $1.9 million, the 2021
plan represents another strong year of continued support for critical
projects across Glacier National Park.
Is it the year any of us hoped for? No. We had hoped to be writing to you
about the next step in the Conservancy’s five-year plan to become a $10
million-a-year organization with the majority of those funds coming
from philanthropy and directly funding projects in Glacier National
Park. That’s still our goal for the future. Our financial foundation,
again thanks to you and your support, remains incredibly strong. And
our institutional fortitude has been strengthened by the challenges
we’ve met, the conversations we’ve had, and the commitments we’ve
made to each other that “best” remains the standard for all we do.
We hope you will be inspired by this story, and by these pages. Together
we are writing a new chapter in the history of Glacier National Park.
Thank you for being with us on this great journey.

The 2021 Project Guide represents the culmination of collaborative
work between the leadership at Glacier National Park and our team
here at the Conservancy that began in early March when it became
clear this year was going to require quick and critical thinking about
current projects and future funding.
For our part, we realized right away that restrictions were likely to
reduce the support we are generally able to earn from operating
retail locations in the visitor centers by as much as 75%, and that
there would likely be headwinds in philanthropy as well. Meanwhile,
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“Children holding hands, walking with the wind. That is America to
me -- not just the movement for civil rights, but the endless struggle
to respond with decency, dignity, and a sense of brotherhood to
all the challenges that face us as a nation, as a whole.”
John Donovan

Doug Mitchell

Chairman, Board of Directors

Executive Director

-- John Lewis

Bringing Glacier
to the world
Every year approximately 10,000 students are
introduced to Glacier through ranger-led field
education programs.
Ranger-Led Education and Distance Learning

While COVID-19 has temporarily halted in-person field trips, rangers are

continuing to introduce the next generation to the park through online learning.

During the pandemic rangers reached over 2,000 students through online
learning, a 400% increase from the prior year.

Glacier’s educational outreach teaches students about the diversity and importance

of the park. Teachers commonly report that Glacier’s education programs
help kids learn about the importance of the park and a desire to protect it for
future generations. The ranger-led programming consistently receives “exceeds
expectations” reviews. One teacher commented, “I can’t thank you enough for
all you do to support the schools and teachers. I’ve taken my classes to GNP for

many years and it has been a fantastic experience every time. And you continue to
improve your lessons each year.”

Glacier’s education outreach also serves as a model for other national parks, and
has been shared to over 14 other national parks.

This year Glacier National Park is rising to the challenge of COVID-19 by adapting
the park’s education curriculum to a virtual learning environment. This grant will

support Glacier’s education outreach, provide training opportunities for staff and
allow the purchase of equipment necessary for instruction.
Learn more about Education Programs.
Funding Needed: $151,376

Park ranger leading a hike. / NPS
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Engaging Youth
With Nature
Middle School Girls STEAM Camp

Only 30% of science and engineering jobs are held by women, and 2-3% of female

high school students plan on careers in engineering or technology. Into this gap
steps Glacier’s Girls STEAM camp. The camp provides 12-15 middle school girls
a four-night overnight camp focused on science and engineering education in the
summer of 2021. Camp participants learn about research and scientific activities
taking place in and around Glacier National Park.

Campers will get firsthand experience carrying out scientific experiments by
helping the U.S. National Parks Geographic Information Systems program

measure the park’s ice features as well as assist in measuring other landscape

changes. The camp also includes a “Women in Science Career Fair” that
introduces the campers to female scientists working in and around the park.
Read more about the 2020 STEAM Camp.
Funding Needed: $15,000

Glacier Youth Engagement Program

The National Park Service has identified the need to connect children with parks
as one of the top five critical issues facing our national parks. From supplying

junior ranger booklets to over 20,000 children to supporting improved experiences
at the Apgar Nature Center, this grant provides multiple learning opportunities
for families and kids on their summer break. This program also funds youth

engagement positions that conduct formal children’s programs and activities,

maintain a campground children’s lending library, and provide professional
development opportunities for local teachers.

Download the Junior Ranger book and learn more.
Funding Needed: $49,500

Students hike with a ranger to Avalanche Lake. / NPS
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Kid inside the Apgar Nature Center. / NPS
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Meet Kelly
As Glacier’s new Education Program Manager, Kelly Evans wears many hats.
She oversees lesson plans developed for learning in Glacier, coordinates staffled field trips, and manages the park’s innovative distance learning program.
The Glacier Conservancy caught up with Kelly to learn about her new role and
her goals for the position moving forward.
Tell us about your path to Glacier.

You started your new role in August 2020 during a

I’ve spent most of my career helping to get kids and adults

transition been?

outside in nature, and am passionate about helping youth

very unconventional summer in the park. How has the

explore, understand, and love their parks and public lands.

This is definitely a challenging time to start a new position.

connections, my hope is that we can continue to encourage

the air when trying to plan for positive student engagement

Even though we can’t always measure the results of these
future park stewards from all backgrounds. My previous
position was at Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks,

where I ran the education programs for eight years, and
built lasting relationships with communities and youth
around those parks through field trips and classroom
programming.

How is the park’s education programming adapting to
our new virtual world? Are distance learning programs
becoming more critical than ever before?

The park’s education programs will have a distance
learning focus for at least a portion of this school year, but

park staff and teachers can’t wait to be able to get students
back in the park when possible.

While we expand our distance learning options this school
year, we hope to keep local students and teachers engaged

with park resources even if they can’t visit in person. As

Just like everywhere right now, we still have so much up in
with the park. Even with all the unknowns, I have been

welcomed by park and Conservancy staff, and am slowly
getting to meet people and learn about all the great existing
programs here.

What are your top priorities for education programs in
Glacier?

Right now, I’m learning as much as I can about existing
programs here at Glacier, and working with staff to create

flexible planning for this school year. We hope to offer as

much content and connection as possible for teachers and
students, including distance learning programs, traveling
trunks, online resources, individual classroom resources,

and maybe even some limited field trips later this year. We

are open to change and adjusting our plans throughout the

school year, and I am grateful for a flexible and creative
staff that care deeply about engaging students in the park.

time and staffing allows, we hope to open up to an even
wider audience around the country through our distance
learning programs.

Right: Kelly Evans observing insects with a student. / National Park Foundation
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Embracing
Indigenous Voices
For 36 years the Native America Speaks (NAS)
program has provided an opportunity for tribal
community members to share their cultural stories
and perspectives.
Native America Speaks and Tribal Engagement

Glacier National Park is situated between the Blackfeet and Flathead Reservations,
and the NAS program is the cornerstone of the park’s tribal community
engagement project.

NAS also enriches the experiences of park visitors by allowing them to hear

directly from Glacier’s First Peoples about the deep and lasting relationship

between Native Peoples and the land we today call Glacier National Park. The
program raises important conversations about the history of the park and its

importance to Native People. The NAS program shows visitors that there’s more
to Glacier than meets the eye as the park’s natural splendor is paired with its deep
cultural history and significance.

The NAS program has also expanded to include an Artist in Residence Program,

providing opportunities for local tribal artists to work in Glacier and promote
Indigenous art and culture.

Learn more about Glacier’s Native America Speaks Program.

Funding Needed: $76,297

Sharing Traditions while Cultivating the Future

“The Native America Speaks program is a great
way of illuminating native voices so that we can

have cultural continuity within Glacier National

Park. The first peoples of this land know the
region of the park intimately and add so much
richness to what is already here.”

-- Rose Bear Don’t Walk,

Rose Bear Don’t Walk

Educator and Ethnobotanist

Right: Native beadwork / Montana Office of Tourism and Business Development
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Bighorn sheep climb steep terrain to find cover from predators. / NPS

Protecting A Glacier Icon
There are few animals that can match the majesty found in the herds of
bighorn sheep that populate Glacier National Park.
The sheeps’ namesake horns make them a classic symbol of the park. Glacier has one of only two
large native populations of bighorns in Montana with multiple loosely connected herds.
However, their patterns of movement and the environmental

a groundbreaking “cost” analysis that allows for conservation

This project leverages existing bighorn sheep GPS collar research

important given the threat of respiratory disease which can

characteristics affecting their movement are poorly understood.
by the U.S. Geological Survey (2001-2011) to significantly enhance

the actionable knowledge base about migrations of the park’s

majestic bighorn sheep population. Specifically, it will support

and protection of preferred movement areas. This is particularly
decimate bighorn populations. This park-specific work will
continue a cooperative partnership with Montana State University
on a statewide study of bighorn sheep.

Funding Needed: $45,000

Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep, named for their large horns that can weigh up to 30 pounds on males, inhabit alpine meadows and grassy
mountain slopes in the Rocky Mountains of Canada and the United States. / NPS
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Bighorn sheep on Going-to-the-Sun Road. / Nick Lake
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Preserving Glacier’s
Waterways
In addition to the many recreational opportunities
they provide, Glacier’s waterways are critical for the
ecosystems that depend on them.
Prevent Catastrophic Mussel Infestation

Fisheries Program Internship

Funding Needed: $80,000

Funding Needed: $10,000

It’s hard to overestimate what is at stake in preventing

Glacier National Park is defined by its waterways.

pristine waters and more broadly, to the ecosystem

local college student to work with the National

the introduction of invasive mussels into the park’s

of the Columbia River Basin. One fully mature female

zebra muscle can produce hundreds of thousands

of eggs in a single season. That’s why inspection of
every watercraft – kayaks and paddle-boards included
– that launches in Glacier merits a robust publicprivate partnership that leverages state, federal and

private funds to keep the Columbia River Basin free of

This grant sponsors a summer internship for a
Park Service to help keep Glacier’s waters free of

contaminants and preserve native fish species. The
summer intern would also launch Glacier’s first-ever
study of microplastics in its waters.

Read more about Bull Trout in Glacier.

destructive aquatic invasive species (AIS).

Read more about boat inspections in Glacier.

The pink tag on this kayak indicates that it
was checked for AIS before launching. / NPS

Native bull trout have adapted to this unique landscape
over millennia. / USFWS Jim Mogen

Quartz Lake Fish Project / NPS
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Citizen Science
Glacier National Park’s citizen science program
gives visitors the chance to do more than observe
the park’s natural beauty.
Citizen scientists at Glacier get the chance to gather critical data and conduct

firsthand research and surveying for park managers. While anyone is welcome to
participate in Glacier’s citizen science program, it is particularly popular with kids

and families visiting the park. Over 200 youth groups participate annually in citizen
science programs. The program gives middle school to college students the chance
to participate in field studies and help monitor species of particular interest to park

management. Past citizen scientists have provided park management with valuable
data on the habitats and population numbers of goats, bighorn sheep, pikas, Canada

lynx, loons, golden eagles, black swifts, terrestrial and aquatic insects, fungi, and
invasive plants to support management decisions.

Most participants begin with an interest in conservation of natural resources, but
their passion for protecting wildlife in national parks deepens as they spend time

observing wildlife firsthand and learning more about the role of each species in the

ecosystem. This grant will fund staffing to coordinate citizen science projects and
analyze the incoming data for use in management decisions made by the park.
Read more about the Citizen Science Program.
Funding Needed: $77,000

Citizen scientists look for
mountain goats near Marias
Pass. / NPS

Right: Mountain goats graze
above Hidden Lake. / NPS
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Caring For The Land
By acting now, we ensure that Glacier’s backcountry remains
wild and intact for years to come.
Native Plant Recovery Two Dog Flats

Grassland Health Monitoring

Funding Needed: $7,500

Funding Needed: $7,200

The meadows at Two Dog Flats are one of Glacier’s

Glacier National Park’s grasslands are one of the

of many Glacier visitors, the meadows also serve as a

year study on the vegetation and bird populations

natural treasures. Immortalized in the photo albums
valuable source of food for wildlife. Unfortunately, the
meadows’ proximity to the heavily trafficked Going-to-

the-Sun Road threatens their delicate ecology as cars
bring in non-native plants and invasive weeds. Glacier

National Park has been using pesticides to prevent

park’s most important environments. This multiin Glacier’s grasslands complement an initial study

completed 20 years prior on the same plots of land,
allowing for a much deeper understanding as to how
Glacier has changed over time.

the spread of invasive plant species for almost thirty

The study is especially important as the Blackfeet

poorly understood.

to reintroduce bison to tribal lands as part of the

years, but the effects of herbicides in the park are

This grant supports a research effort to determine

the effects of herbicides on the meadows of Two Dog
Flats. Researchers will study the effects of herbicides

on soil samples, and work to determine how native
plants can best withstand the invasive species.

Confederacy, one of Glacier’s neighbors, begins
Iinnii Initiative. Some of these bison may graze in
Glacier grasslands, and this study will give the park

a baseline understanding of those areas before bison

reintroduction. The study will also be helpful in
managing grasslands in relation to climate change,
weed invasion and fire ecology.

Rare Plant Monitoring
Funding Needed: $4,620

One of Glacier National Park’s chief responsibilities is
preserving the rare plants and ecosystems within the

park. This grant helps Glacier monitor 16 rare plant
species all found within the park. Monitoring plots are
established and surveyed, giving park management

an estimate of the population of different plant
species. This survey was last conducted 15 years
ago, and this study will inform future conservation
Round-leaved orchid is one of the rare plant species
being monitored in Glacier. / ceasol

efforts by revealing any trends in the populations of
rare plants within the park.

Two Dog Flats / Maddy Elrick and Brayden Hall
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Cultivating
community
partnerships
The Columbia Falls High School Cooperative
Greenhouse offers students the chance to
grow plants native to Glacier National Park and
participate in restoration projects in the park.
The greenhouse is an important outreach effort for the park, introducing students
to the importance of conservation by letting them participate in maintaining delicate
park ecosystems.

Under the supervision of a professional botanist, students are responsible for

stratification, rinsing seeds, sowing seeds, filling containers, watering, thinning,
monitoring plants for pests and disease, and managing greenhouse sanitation.

The greenhouse has raised over 30,000 plants during its operation, and students are
responsible for up to 6,000 plants at any one time.

This project would not be possible without the continued support of the Glacier
National Park Volunteer Associates.

Read more about Native Plant Restoration.
Funding Needed: $4,000

Students at Columbia
Falls High School nurture
thousands of plants in the
school’s greenhouse.

Right: Students assist with
seeding plants. / Teresa
Byrd / Hungry Horse News
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WAYS TO GIVE to the
place we love
“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.”
- Winston Churchill

Give Right Now

Create Your Glacier Legacy

Click here to contribute online.

There are a number of ways to leave a meaningful

It’s simple, fast and secure.

legacy gift to help preserve Glacier National Park

Support Glacier Year-Round

think, and we’re here to help. Learn more about

For as little as $10 a month, you can make a
significant impact in caring for Glacier. Your
monthly support will help us be more flexible
when the inevitable immediate park needs
arise. Donate monthly here.

Shop Glacier.org
Your purchases at Glacier Conservancy Park

for future generations. It’s easier than you might
the many options, some of them new, that are
available to you on our website.

Glacier License Plate
Show your #GlacierLove every day and every mile
by getting a Glacier National Park license plate.
Visit the Montana Motor Vehicle Division Title
and Registration Bureau website to register.

Stores and glacier.org support Glacier National
Park. Shop for your favorite Glacier books,
maps, apparel and gifts.

For more details or to discuss planning a gift to the Glacier Conservancy, please contact:
Doug Mitchell, Executive Director
Phone: 406.892.3250
doug@glacier.org
Thank you for helping preserve and protect Glacier National Park for the next generation.

St. Mary Lake / Nick Lake
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Glacier National Park Conservancy
P.O. Box 2749
Columbia Falls, MT 59912

Blackfeet and Flathead Indians dance at Going-to-the-Sun Road Dedication, 1933 / Glacier National Park Archives

